
 

  

 

GRAND MASTER Pounda 0432 031 588  RELIGIOUS ADVISER Chunda 0403 246 872 

ASSISTANT RA Cheesecake 0432 386 147 HASH HABERDASH Kuntree Girl 0402 093  654 

HASH CASH Boxy 0448 841 912 HASH TRASH Semen Stains 0412 276 625 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH ELDER To & From 0409 765 162 

HASH BOOZE FIGJAM 0408 993 099 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs from Beachmere to Everton Hills to 

Windsor and many suburbs in-between.  We are more than happy to take delivery of, or collect, the 

plates and cutlery if the holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

A bedraggled group of hobos descended upon Casa Root, oh hang on, it’s just the Hash in their elastic wasted 
eating pants!  Beat-a-root puts on such a good feast that standard running attire would not accommodate their 
bulging waist lines. There goes the diet again!  For a suburb rumoured to be “downs” there sure were a lot of ups!  
Great run, shiggy and a water crossing, scenic views of the city (30km away so those hills were as high as we 
thought) and a nice trundle along the river bank. Around 7km of Murrumba Downs we haven’t seen before. 
 
GM Pounda called the circle and summoned the Hares – himself and Beat-a-root 
  
The Run Report as told by Flasher: 
Flasher was called because he was stupid enough to run every single false trail – he found 10.  GM Pounda said 
well done, he only set 8. 
Score: 1/1,000,000 
 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

Murrumba Downs, mostly ups, not downs and at the top of every steep hill, two little letters:  

FT 

You’d think we’d see the pattern after the first six or so….  

RUN NO: 2030  DATE: 05/06/2017  HARE: Pounda & Beat-a-root   

LOCATION: Murrumba Downs 

 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


The Walk Report as told by Flower: 
Excellent walk, found the regroup, stopped to look at the view – GM Pounda said the regroup was for the runners, 
so was the view, they’d wandered across to the other trail. 
Score: 2.5/1,000,000 
 
The Letter-Box Report as told by Smooth Ride & Mammary: 
The L-B took a long walk tonight, 21 minutes, in honour of GM Pounda’s 60th birthday run. 
Score: 3.5/1,000,000 
 
Total Score: 7/3,000,000 
“Here’s to the rooster who shags his hen…” 
 

 

HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
Large Appendage: Flasher awarded it to Semen Stains for thinking RG means Re Grope – she was wearing the 
Scrubber Shirt on the run and at each regroup rubbed it against the sweatiest hashers to stink it up. 
“Here’s to the woman who wears the high heels…” 
GM Pounda noted that Semen Stains was currently holding three of the awards, temporarily. 
 
Small Appendage: Semen Stains awarded it to Flasher for stopping suddenly at the “stop and look at the view” 
chalked on the pavement, causing her to run up his backside.  GM Pounda asked if Flasher’s tail-lights were out or 
was she tail-gaiting?  
“He wanks his crank in the morning…” 
 
Scrubber Shirt: Semen Stains awarded it to Heartstarter for being the only other Harriett who sweated almost as 
much as she did on the run.   
“She’s a Harriett and she’s alright…” 
 
Brush (Vagina): Emma has it, not here tonight. 
Scrubber called out to take a beer as her proxy. 
“There’s a skeeter on his peeter…” 
  
CHARGES:  
 
Fakarwee charged Semen Stains with a half charge for wearing half a beanie – she has hair so doesn’t need a full 
one.    
“If I had the wings of an eagle…” 
 
FIGJAM thought the scrubber shirt had mystical powers because at the end of the run, a fellow Hasher ran up to 
Semen Stains and rubbed his face all over her arse.  GM Pounda saw him do it on the run too, Christopher Cum 
Semen took his charge. 
“He ought to be publicly pissed on….” 
 
Kuntree Girl charged Flower and Sherbert for not stopping at a regroup, they said they didn’t see it. 
Song by FIGJAM 
“They’re stupid, they’re stupid…” 
 
GM Pounda called FIGJAM back out for 100 runs. 
“He is our FIGJAM, our only FIGJAM….” 
 
G Spot charged GM Pounda with having substandard wood.  GM Pounda blamed Beat-a-root for any deficiencies 
with his wood. 
“Last night they stayed at home and masturbated…” 
 
GM Pounda asked the kennel is they thought that FIGJAM was doing a good job of the booze?  (Yes! We all do!!) 
But our GM Pounda now has an even higher opinion of FIGJAM after a recent trip to Dan Murphy’s where he found 
a bottled beer called FIGJAM.  If he’s using his Hash Boozemaster experience to build a business, Hash needs a 
percentage of any profits made. See photo at end of Trash. 



“Well it isn’t long and it isn’t thick...” 
 
GM Pounda charged Mammary for accusing him of being 60 or 65, either will do.  Charged for defamation of 
character.  Mammary said it reflected his level of maturity.  Crawling! 
“There was a Harriett and she was dumb…”  
 
Kuntree Girl and Tail called in for their birthdays, 21 again, and again. 
Beat-a-root brought a chocolate cake with a candle for each of the three to blow out. Whomever had the biggest 
piece also had the most spit. 
“Hashy birthday to you…” 
 
G Spot has started cleaning out his shed, ready for the big move and has found a Hash award (little blue shoe) for 
the most runs in a committee year.  Awarded to GM Pounda as Sherbert has the female version (a pink shoe). 
 
Visitor: 
Graham (or is it Graeme or Grahame?) not able to run tonight, arm in a sling, he launched himself off his pushbike 
and crash tackled the earth.  He’s from here, GM Pounda made him cum.  For all the single Harrietts out there, 
Graham is single – Ryvita asked if he likes older women?  He gave her a wink. 
“Has anybody seen his cock…” 
 
Returnees: 
Shit-su welcome back  
“Here’s to sister Hasher…” 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
Queens of the Mountain – see flyer on website 
 
Flasher’s Birthday – flyer has been emailed around, pub crawl 
 
Hash Lunch – 1st of July has been proposed, date to be confirmed. 
 
Haberdashery – Kuntree Girl is doing an order for Hash Shorts soon and has other items for sale. 
 
Cheesey’s Challenge – short, flat, no hills – 75km and two mountains, not for the feint hearted, see Cheesey. 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2031 
Spotty’s temporary accommodation, not a homeless shelter, but it’s the last run from their old place. 
103 Todds Road, Lawnton. 

 
The power couple of Northside Hash, a run worthy of the special forces set by GM Pounda 

and a magnificent feast by gourmet cook Beat-a-root. Entrée platters, mains and desserts – 

a selection of delectable treats and we all needed another 20km run to work it off! 

PHOTOS ON THE LAST PAGES….. 

  



 

  
 

The Evidence 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

No commentary required Scenting the Scrubber Shirt – note gratuitous 
nudity in the background 
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Spectacular spread! FIGJAM’s new business venture 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
Now that Pounda has turned 60 (or 65)  

Beat-a-root is looking for a younger man. 
From the trough to the chiminia 

 



 

The Birthday Girls and Boy 

A combined age of 90 years and Hash experience years of 180. 

 

 

 

    


